The Square Dance Quiz – Part 2
Read this first.

The following exercise is designed for your personal enjoyment and to keep square dancing active in
your mind. There are no prizes and no rewards for correct answers and absolutely no penalty for
incorrect answers. This exercise is in no way meant to create any stress or put any pressure on any
individual.
Your answers are for you only and not to be sent back to us. The correct responses will be sent to you
in a couple of days, and you yourself are the only one who can see how you did.
There is no obligation to complete this quiz or to even try it. It is completely voluntary. This quiz has
three parts which will be released once a week over the next three weeks. The answers will be
published two days after the quiz has gone out.
Mary and I do hope you enjoy it, but again, it is only presented for your own information.
Have Fun & Good Luck,
Dave

Part 2
I will give you a starting position and a series of calls, where are you at the end?

Basics
1. You are the head lady in a squared set (home)
Heads Square Thru 4
Do Sa Do
Star Thru
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Facing in at the end of a line
Facing out at the end of a line
In the centre of a line facing out
Broken down and squared up at home

2. You are the head man in a squared set (home)
Heads Star Thru
Double Pass Thru
First Couple Go Left – Next Go Right
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Facing in at the end of a line
Facing out at the end of a line
Facing in at the centre of a line
None of the above

3. You are the boy facing in at the end of an ocean wave.
Swing Thru
Boys Trade
Boys Run
Ladies Trade
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

The centre of a wave facing in
The centre of a wave facing out
The end of a two-faced line facing in
In two places at once

4. You are the head man in a squared set (home)
Heads Square Thru 4
Right and Left Thru
Dive Thru
Centres Square Thru 3
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

An inside man facing the other inside man
An inside man facing the outside couple
An outside man facing into the square
An outside lady, how the heck did that happen?

5. You are the side man in a squared set (home)
Heads Right and Left Thru
Heads Star Thru
Join Hands and Circle Left 1/2
Right and Left Thru
Pass Thru
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

The inside man in a box of 4
The centre of an ocean wave facing in
The end of a line of 4 facing out
You’re an idiot Dave, I haven’t moved

6. You are the head lady in a squared set (home)
Heads Star Thru
Double Pass Thru
First Go Left – Next Go Right (lines)
Pass the Ocean
Swing Thru
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

The centre of a wave facing in
The centre of a wave facing out
The end of a wave facing out
I should have taken up knitting

Mainstream
1. You are the head man in a squared set (home)
Heads Pass the Ocean
Extend
Recycle
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Still a head man
Part of an outside couple facing in
Facing my opposite girl
All of the above

2. You are the side lady in a squared set (home)
Heads Pass the Ocean
Extend
Swing Thru
Spin the Top
Recycle
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Inside woman in a line of 4
Outside woman in a line of 4
The end of an ocean wave
In need of Google Maps

3. You are the woman at the end of an ocean wave facing in
Spin Chain Thru
Outsides Circulate Twice
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Inside of a wave facing in
Inside of a wave facing out
Back in my home position
When did you teach this?

4. You are the man at the end of a wave with all men facing in and all ladies facing out
Scootback
Boys Run
Right and Left Thru
Pass the Ocean
Single Hinge
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Centre of the wave facing in
End of the wave facing out
Centre of a line facing in
Back where I started

5. You are any dancer in the square
Heads Promenade 1/2
Heads Pass the Ocean
Extend
Ladies Trade
Recycle
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Facing my partner
Facing my corner
Facing my opposite
Trying to catch a glimpse of that cute girl in the other square

6. You are the head lady in a squared set (home)
Heads Square Thru 4
Touch 1/4
Walk and Dodge
Partner Trade
Reverse Flutterwheel
Slide Thru
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Facing my corner
Ready for a left allemande
Both A and B are correct
Wondering why my partner keeps staring at that cute girl in the other square

Plus
1. You are the head man in a squared set (home)
Heads Pass the Ocean
Extend
Explode and Right and Left Thru
Load the Boat
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Facing my corner
Facing my opposite
Facing my right hand lady
Facing Taminations because I’m cheating

2. You are the head lady in a squared set (home)
Four Ladies Chain 3/4
Head Ladies Centre for a Teacup Chain
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Back home
With my corner
With my opposite
In the middle of a Grand Inverted T-Bone Box

3. You are anybody in the square
Heads Promenade 1/2
Heads Pass the Ocean
Extend
Linear Cycle
Slide Thru and the Centres Roll and back away
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Part of a line facing in
Part of a line facing out
Back in my home position
Don’t care, I’m thinking of the pies we are having after the dance

4. You are the head man in a squared set (home)
Heads Pass the Ocean
Ping Pong Circulate
Extend
Explode and Load the Boat
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Part of an inside couple facing the outside couple
Part of an outside couple facing an inside couple
Back home in a squared set
Still loading the boat (it’s a big boat)

5. You are the head lady in a squared set (home)
Sides Face, Grand Square
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

My partner’s, corner’s, opposite’s, partner’s right hand lady
My corner’s, partner’s, corner’s, right hand lady’s right hand lady
My partner’s, corner’s, partner’s, partner’s, corner’s corner
You’re kidding, right?

6. You are the side lady, you are in the centre of a wave and facing out
Relay the Deucey
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Still the centre of a wave facing out
The centre of a wave facing in
Both A and B are correct
Staring at Dave and undressing him with my eyes, Man, he’s cute!

Advanced
1. You are the head man in a squared set (home)
Heads Pass the Ocean
Chain Reaction
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

The centre of a wave facing out
In a position that I could do a Switch the Wave from
Still a head man
All of the above

2. You are the head lady in a squared set (home)
Heads Slide Thru
Swap Around
Single Circle to a Wave
Slip
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Still with partner
In a position to do a Right and Left Grand
Both A and B are correct
Wishing I had stayed at Plus

3. You are the side man in a squared set (home)
Quarter In
Right and Left Grand
Promenade
How far will you have to promenade?
A)
B)
C)
D)

1/4 of the square
3/4 of the square, but I would back up instead
1/2 of the square, so it doesn’t matter which way I go (same distance)
Is Promenade still a call?

4. You are the side lady in a squared set (home)
Heads Promenade 1/2
Heads Pass the Ocean
Cast a Shadow
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

Still a side lady, but now in a wave
You can’t do that from here
The centre of a two-faced line
Is Laird calling?

5. You are the head man in a squared set (home)
Heads Touch 1/4 and the Boys Cross
Pass and Roll
I am A)
B)
C)
D)

The end of a wave facing out
The end of a line facing out
The centre of a right-hand column
Wishing I had heard you say This is an Advanced tip. I only dance Mainstream

6. You are the caller, you wish to have the heads lead right, but in a more interesting way. What
can you call that would give the same result?
A)
B)
C)
D)

Heads Square Chain Thru
Heads Touch 1/4 and same Heads Walk and Dodge
Heads Wheel Thru
All of the above

